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The ﬁnal two episodes of the History Channel’s “Jesus: His Life” focus on Jesus as viewed
by Mary Magdalene and the Apostle Peter. As with the previous six episodes, this hybrid
documentary focuses on the life of Jesus from the perspectives of particular individuals
within the gospel narratives. Over and against more historical-critical and skepticismprivileging series a couple of decades ago,[1] this series largely follows the
presentations of Jesus within the four canonical gospels, while still setting them within
the contexts of ﬁrst century Palestine under the Roman Empire. In so doing, the softer

view of New Testament historiography pioneered by James Dunn, “Jesus Remembered,”
is applied eﬀectively, as the life of Jesus is examined as it might have been perceived
and remembered by diﬀerent ﬁgures within the gospel narratives themselves.[2]
This more nuanced approach to gospel historiography allows scholars leeway in
presenting not only what happened, but also sketching how key ﬁgures would have
perceived and referenced particular events, including a diversity of understandings and
viewpoints within and beyond the gospel witness.[3] That being the case, diﬀerences
between the Gospels (especially between John and the Synoptics) can be accounted for
more readily, rather than choosing sides in one direction over another. Likewise, aided
by an overall theory of John’s relations to the other traditions, some of the reasons
behind diﬀerent perspectives within gospel traditions and their developments can also
be explored more fully.[4] Like previous documentaries on the life of Jesus, however,
ﬁrst-rate scholars are involved in the production of the series. This allows for diﬀerences
of opinion between historical-critical and traditional views to be noted side-by-side
without having to resolve every issue along the way. The adding of pastoral insights here
and there along the way also allows audiences to make personal connections with
elements of the story, which is one of the main interests of narrative to begin with,
historical and otherwise.
The Perspective of Mary
As each episode views the life of Jesus from the imagined viewpoint of a particular
historical ﬁgure, one of the strengths of this approach is that the events in his ministry
can be replayed from diﬀerent perspectives. While the episodes follow the general
progression of the life and ministry of Jesus, the introduction of each ﬁgure allows some
review, going back to the featured person’s roles within the story, catching viewers up
on what has been covered earlier. That being the case, the viewer is reminded of prior
events, even if one might have missed some of the previous episodes. Thus, Mary
Magdalene is introduced as having followed Jesus earlier in his ministry, and the passing
reference in Luke 8:1-3, where she is introduced as the woman from whom Jesus had
cast out seven demons, is connected with what may have been troubling her inwardly
later. One can only imagine her inward turmoil as she witnessed the torture,
humiliation, cruciﬁxion, and death of Jesus; yet, she was still faithfully present at the
cross, whereas many of her male counterparts were nowhere to be found.

Given that Mary of Migdal had found new meaning in life because of the liberation she
had experienced in her relationship with Jesus, her solidarity with Jesus on the cross,
alongside other women, portrays her deep empathy for the Master from Nazareth. This
accounts also for her early visit the tomb the ﬁrst day of the week, leading to her
discovery of the empty tomb, whereby she quickly reports her discovery to Peter and
the Beloved Disciple ( John, in traditional memory, mentioned in passing by Mark
Goodacre).[5] Building on the accounts in John 20, Mary encounters the risen Christ,
whose recognition is given by the mere mention of her name—“Mary,” to which she
responds in Aramaic—“Rabbouni” (or “teacher”). She then becomes the apostle to the
apostles (just as the woman at the well in John 4 becomes the apostle to the
Samaritans, I might add), as she quickly goes and tells the disciples that she has seen
the resurrected Lord. At this point, Father James Martin, SJ notes that Mary Magdalene
would have comprised at this instance the entire membership the Church, as the ﬁrst
believer in the death and resurrection of Jesus as the Messiah/Christ—a bit overstated,
but an intriguing noting of her signiﬁcance.
Ben Witherington III then points out that it is unlikely that this sequence of events
would have been concocted. If the corpse of Jesus could have been found, either by the
Romans or the religious leaders, it certainly would have been produced. And, if reports
of a noteworthy eyewitness were to have been fabricated, they certainly would not have
chosen a woman to convey the news. Whatever the case, the lives of the once-cowering
disciples are now transformed, as Jesus appears to them behind closed doors, showing
them the ﬂesh wounds in his hands and feet. Nicola Denzey Lewis points out that the
disciples’ encounter here is not simply an apparition or a vision; it involved seeing,
touching, and beholding the physical presence of Jesus as the resurrected Lord. Michael
Peppard also notes that even the resurrected body of Jesus bears within itself the scars
of the cruciﬁxion, connecting the realism of suﬀering with the hope of the resurrection
for believers. These sorts of asides invite viewers to connect with the events in the story
personally, however they might have transpired or have been reported.
A further point worth noting is the ways that the seventh episode clariﬁes the identity
and role of Mary Magdalene. Contrary to the somewhat common belief that Mary
Magdalene was an adulteress (according to Susan Sparks, a view going back to Pope
Gregory the Great, who in 591 AD preached a sermon on the seven vices of Mary
Magdalene), there is no reference in the Bible to her having had a checkered past,

morally. Rather, she was likely known as a respected ﬁgure within her town of Migdal,
which was a center of Galilee’s ﬁshing industry, near Tiberias. Thus, she might have even
been a benefactor and sponsor of the Jesus movement.
Despite this helpful setting of the record straight, however, it strikes one as strange and
historically problematic to present Mary’s hands as bleeding (showing the stigmata—
bleeding holes like the nail-holes in the hands of Jesus), as there is no reference to such
in either the Bible or any of the ancient Christian texts. Indeed, she likely identiﬁed with
her cruciﬁed Lord, but the legend of stigmata goes back to Mary Magdalen dei Pazzi, a
Carmelite nun, who is remembered as identifying with the Passion and suﬀering of
Christ to the extent that she received the stigmata as well as a crown of thorns (1585).
While she was later deemed a saint within the Catholic Church, the episode’s presenting
the ﬁrst-century Mary of Migdal as bleeding from her palms is more imaginative than
historical, and thus a bit of a distraction, in my view. Most importantly, Mary should be
seen as the ﬁrst apostle (Christina Cleveland), or in my language, “the Apostle to the
Apostles,” thus leading the way into the new era of the post-resurrection Jesus
movement.
The Perspective of Peter
Backing up into the calling of the disciples, the eighth episode views the ministry of
Jesus from the perspective of Peter, often regarded as “chief among the apostles” (Matt
10:1). At this point, however, the episode conﬂates the calling narratives of Matthew 10,
John 1, and Luke 5 in ways that seem a bit jumbled, especially if one views these
scenarios as referencing diﬀerent events among a more complex set of developments
related to the emergence of Jesus as a leader who is then joined by his followers. Thus,
according to John 1:35-51, Jesus does not call Peter ﬁrst among the Twelve; rather,
Andrew, his brother, introduces Peter to Jesus, and they (along with Philip and an
unnamed disciple) forsake their following of John the Baptist and become followers of
Jesus.
Several other calling instances follow (for instance, the calling of Levi in Mark 2:13-14
and the calling of the ﬁshermen in Matt 4:18-22), but the full calling of the Twelve is
narrated in Mark 3:13-19 (followed by Matthew 10:1-4). The great catch of ﬁsh,
however, found only in Luke 5:1-11 and John 21:1-11, reﬂects, in my judgment, one of
the six dozen instances where Luke departs from Mark and sides with John.[6] Thus,
calling Peter and the sons of Zebedee to abandon their nets and to follow Jesus, who will

make them ﬁshers of women and men, is enough without needing to include the great
catch of ﬁsh at the ﬁrst calling of Peter rather than his re-calling in John 21. Further, the
numbering of 153 ﬁsh ( John 21:11) without breaking the nets seems to allude to the
capacity of the church to embrace diﬀerent people groups (without breaking), and that
thrust ﬁts better with threefold reinstatement of Peter and his pastoral ministry,
following his threefold denial of the Lord—both events happening around a charcoal ﬁre
( John 18:18; 21:9). Thus, I would have preferred the great catch of ﬁsh to have been
placed at the end of this episode rather than at the beginning.
With a good bit of irony in play, Peter the “rock” is also shown to have been more like
rubble, despite Jesus giving him the nickname, Kēphas, which means “rock” in Aramaic
(Cargill). Likewise, Petros means “rock” in Greek. While Peter is referred to in the
episode as the foundation stone upon which Christianity is founded, it would be more
accurate to quote Peter in Acts 4:11 and 1 Peter 2:6 (see also Mark 12:10—perhaps
Peter’s preaching did provide content for Mark’s story of Jesus) as referring to Jesus as
the building block, ironically rejected by the builders, which has become the
cornerstone of the whole new world (Psalm 118:22). If during his own ministry Peter
referred to Jesus as the cornerstone foundation of the new age, it may also be
understandable why he is associated with the “rock” upon which the church is built,
according to Matthew 16:17-19. Of course, debates rage as to whether the “rock” was
Peter the Apostle (the Catholic view), or whether it was his confession of Jesus as the
Christ, the Son of the living God (the Reformers’ view), or whether it was inspiration
itself—not revealed by ﬂesh and blood, but by the self-disclosing work of the heavenly
Father (the Charismatic view).
Whatever the case, Peter certainly came to play a role as the bridge between Jewish
followers of Jesus and Gentile believers in Christ, so his role was indeed pivotal in the
early Christian era. Along these lines, the ﬁnal episode focuses on the psychological selfdoubt that Peter must have faced, given that he had promised to never deny the Lord at
the Last Supper, while then collapsing into betrayal in the courtyard of Caiaphas, where
he denied Jesus three times before the cock crew. Of course, the situation was dangerﬁlled, as the arrest and trials of Jesus could easily have spread to rounding up his
followers—especially Peter. And, Peter’s Galilean accent was a dead giveaway to the
bystanders (Mark 14:70). If Peter felt he would be the truly faithful disciple, defending

Jesus until the end—unlike Judas the traitor—he must have been devastated at the
Lord’s word coming true. He also could not have imagined that Jesus would die at the
hands of the Romans, so this may also account for his absence at the cruciﬁxion.
In the presentation of the cruciﬁxion, several aspects of realism are here included. First,
Robert Cargill reminds us that nails were driven through the wrists of the victim (not the
hands) so as to support the person’s weight. Second, as death was by suﬀocation,
victims would languish for hours, or days, before they died. Given that the Sabbath was
approaching at dusk, the deaths of the victims needed to be hastened. Third, the legs of
the other two victims were broken so as to hasten their deaths, but Jesus was already
dead. Thus, the piercing of his side with a spear, which would have assured the victim’s
death. This is mentioned only in the Gospel of John (19:37), as are the nails, which fulﬁll
the Scripture from Zachariah 12:3, “They shall look upon the one they have pierced.”
Interestingly (in my view), the main thrust of the eyewitness attestation in John 19:3435 is not to the divinity of Jesus, but to his humanity—water and blood ﬂowed from his
side—Jesus really did suﬀer and die. This detail may also would have confronted the
teachings of traveling ministers in John’s audience later on, given that some of them
denied that Jesus came in the ﬂesh, implying that if Jesus did not suﬀer, they need not
either, even under the reign of Domitian, who required emperor laud (81-96 AD, 1 John
4:1-3).
Following the cruciﬁxion, the episode features several redemptive narratives. Despite
Mary Magdalene’s fear and self-doubt, she bears witness to the risen Lord. Despite
Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus perhaps having remained silent or voiceless when
Jesus was condemned by the Sanhedrin, they request from Pilate permission to bury the
body of Jesus in a respectable (unused) tomb ( John 19:41; Luke 23:53). And, despite
having denied Jesus three times, Peter is given the opportunity to aﬃrm him thrice,
where Jesus recommissions him, saying, “feed my lambs; tend my sheep; feed my
sheep” (Witherington). At this point, the narrated events in John 21:1-17 lead into a
prophecy about the demise of Peter (vv. 18-23), who, according to tradition declared
being unworthy to be cruciﬁed as was his Lord. No matter, he reportedly was thus
cruciﬁed upside down, in Rome, during the reign of Nero (ca. 64-68 AD), and
purportedly buried where Saint Peter’s Basilica stands to this day.

During both of my trips to the Vatican, our groups were allowed to view the recently
discovered bones of a mesomorphic male, middle aged and robust, buried under the
chapel where Christians had worshiped since the third and fourth centuries. The main
testimony to the contribution of Peter, Mary, John, and other followers of Jesus,
however, is that the movement grew to over 10,000 within a decade, and to over a
million within a century or two. Thus, when the Emperor Constantine converted to
Christianity in the early fourth century, the movement Jesus started was well on its way
to becoming the oﬃcial religion of the Holy Roman Empire, now comprising the largest
religion in the world. Of course, huge diversity abounds within the movement Jesus
started, and sometimes his followers have failed miserably at following the loving and
forgiving way of Jesus. However, if the perspectives of those who knew and observed
him tell us anything about the prophetic leader from Nazareth, his memory continues to
provoke, inspire, and embolden. And, as he declared to Peter and others at the
lakeshore and on the dusty roads of Galilee, he invites seekers today and in every
generation: “Follow me.”
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